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"To me, [the original movie] doesn't really 
exist anymore. ... 
I'm sorry you saw half a completed film and 
fell in love with it. 
But I want it to be the way I want it to be." 
- George Lucas, 2004 interview
1977
1997
1997: A Disturbance in the Force
?
Philosophically, no issue with 
versions of a creative work.
dcterms:isVersionOf 
How do we explain what happened to those who don’t know yet?
What does this mean for Data?
A Case of 'st1_50m' An observation made at the location of 
station '1' at a depth of 50 meters
Putting the `F-I-R` in FAIR
Findable  
-  get all datasets that recorded 'station' or 'depth'
Interoperable  
-   linked to community vocabs
Reusable  
-  metadata with provenance
How 'st1_50m' and all 'st(#)_(#)m'
became 'station' and 'depth'



















How do we explain what happened 
to those who don’t know?
How do we explain what happened 
to those who don’t know?
Declarative Workflows Over Ad-Hoc Scripting
Declarative Workflows - A set of steps to execute
Declarative Workflows - Each step is "named" 
Declarative Workflows - Each step has inputs
Declarative Workflows - More steps
Declarative Workflows - Names identify code to execute
Declarative Workflows - Each step has its own inputs
Example: Convert latitude format
Example: Convert latitude format
Why not use ad-hoc Scripting?
At BCO-DMO, Data Managers (DM) were writing code to process data 
Challenges:
Maintenance: code over time has dependencies
- software & library updates; what breaks with software updates
- individual DM is the expert; is documentation good enough?
Redundancy: same need written multiple times across multiple technologies
- different DMs write same code for different projects
- difficult to foster/enforce reuse of code bits
- are all implementations executing the same procedures? same order?
Quality Control:  Ex: "What datasets that needed their coordinates converted to decimal degrees?"
Why Declarative Workflows? 
Declarative workflows can serve as provenance.
  * Declarative workflows focus on 'what' to do. * Software focuses on 'how' best to do it.
The 'what' gives DMs a shared language for expressing their intents, consistently.
➔ Flexibility with staffing
◆ easier to teach non-coders 'what' should be done over 'how' to do it
◆any DM can step in/out of a project 
github.com/BCODMO/bcodmo_frictionless#bcodmo_pipeline_processorsconvert_to_decimal_degrees 
➔ As configuration data,
◆ code interpreting DWs can be changed/swapped without impacting DM intent
◆ Q: All datasets that used: 'convert_to_decimal_degress''
Workflow as PROV
What use is this PROV?
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Workflow Tools at BCO-DMO
frictionlessdata.io
pypi.org/project/dataflows
github.com/BCODMO/bcodmo_frictionless
bit.ly/bcodmo-curation-prov
